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A framework that works. 

Leadership development strategy
for today’s complex environments.
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Leadership Development is broken. 

Not 
measurable

Not 
Personalized

Too 
Expensive

Not 
Scalable
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We've fixed what's broken. 

Measurable

Personalized

Affordable

Scalable
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EXCEL GM™ is a 12-month program that results in 
reduced General Manager turnover, increased 
employee engagement and better business 
outcomes. 
 
It specifically targets building higher levels of 
employee engagement and is designed to 
improve the leadership habits that have the most 
impact revenue and costs.
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Program Start

Participants identified 
and development focus 
begins for annual GM 
development.

Assessment

Participants complete 
the individual 
"leadership launch" 
assessment

Kick-off Session

A two-day kick-off 
session prepares and 
launches participants 
into weekly and bi-
weekly development 
activities

EXCEL Development

GM Development activities: 
-Bi-weekly leadership 
cohort
-Bi-weekly advocate 
conversation
-Daily and weekly Sofia app 
activity 

Measure

GM's can choose for their 
leadership activity to be 
measured every 30 days 
with adjustments made 
based on personal 
leadership progress  

Repeat

EXCEL GM™ development 
can continue to the next 
level program - EXCEL 
Focus™.   

Define Develop

EXCEL GM™ Program Overview
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 Bi-weekly Leadership Development Cohort

 Bi-weekly Peer Conversation

 Daily/Weekly Sofia Lead App   

EXCEL GM™ Development Activities

 Group Leadership

 Advocate Leadership

Personal Leadership

A framework that works. 
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(The FiveSeven Leadership G.A.P. Model™)

EXCEL GM™ 90-Day "Close the GAP" Leadership Development Cycle
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perform better than those that don’t. It's that simple. Several independent, in-depth studies have 
consistently reached the same conclusion and these experts point to the fact that leadership 
development is one of the most pressing issues facing organizations today — and represents a 
significant opportunity for them to seize competitive advantage in their industries.
 
EXCEL GM™ is a 12-month program that results in reduced General Manager turnover, increased 
employee engagement and better business outcomes. It specifically targets building higher levels of 
employee engagement and is designed to improve overall leadership habits and rhythms.
 
To learn more, please visit us at www.fivesevensolutions.com

Organizations that invest in leadership development

Improve outcomes & performance Develop & retain talent

EXCEL GM™ •Align Goals

•Increase Retention•Lower Costs •Drive Sales

•Build Bench Strength
Defining Leadership. 
Developing Leadership.

•Remove Roadblocks

•Develop Leadership Skills
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